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The Mind-Body Problem



Monism
§ Materialism:  Everything is Physical

§ Idealism:  Everything is Mental



Dualism
§ Interactionism:  Mind & Body Influence Each Other

§ Epiphenomenalism: Mental Events are By-Products of Physical 
Experience

§ Psychophysical Parallelism: Outside Event causes Mental & 
Physical Responses,  but they are Independent of Each Other

§ Double Aspectism:  Person cannot be divided; Mind & Body do not 
interact but they cannot be separated

§ Preestablished Harmony:  Mind & Body are different, but are 
coordinated and synchronized by some external agent (God?)

§ Occasionalism:  Intervening Agent (God) changes one realm 
following changes in the other



Dominant Views of Mind-Body 
Problem in Psychology

§ Experimental Psychology

§ Epiphenomenalism

§ Materialistic Monism

§ Humanistic-Existential 
Psychology

§ Interactionism



The magic Universe

§ Animism



The Mythic Universe

§ Developed with growing population, Cultural 
Contact, technological Developments

§ Marked but the rise of “Cosmic” gods

§ Nature became dehumanized

§ Zoroasterianism - 6th century (B.C.) Persia



The geometric universe

§ The world was to be dissected & understood

§ Nature was regulated by laws & principles 
intelligible to the human mind

§ Natural explanations replaced supernatural 
ones

§ Philosophy as we know it developed



The pre-socratic philosophers

§ 500s & early 400s B.C. - What is the nature of 
physical reality? 

§ The “Physicists” - Searched for the one substance 
from which everything is derived (the “Physis”)
§ Thales - First influential physicist; thought the physis 

was water.
§ Anaximander - student of Thales, disagreed with him 

about what the physis was.
§ Anaximenes - student of anaximander
§ Pythagoras

§ Strongly influenced Plato
§ first to identify the earth as a spherical body
§ The importance of mathematics









Philosophies of Being

§ Philosophies of being (Parmenides)
§ Apparent changes in nature are an illusion
§ There are eternal truths and values that 

exist apart from humanity, and these are 
the  truths we should seek to guide our 
lives.



Philosophies of becoming

§ Philosophies of becoming (Heraclitus)
§ Nature is constantly in a state of flux

§ Eternal truths do not exist

§ Everything, even moral values, are always 
changing and becoming something else



Atomism

§ All objects are composed of small atoms that 
interact in mathematically precise ways

§ Reductionistic, deterministic, atheistic

§ The last classical school of thought primarily 
concerned about the nature of physical 
reality

§ Famous atomists: leucippus & democritus

§ Hippocrates - brought naturalistic 
explanations to the study of medicine



The sophists

§ Contemporaries of socrates (best known is 
protagoras, 490-420 B.C.)

§ No fixed doctrine; primarily teachers of 
rhetoric.

§ Center of concern was humans, not physical 
world or gods

§ Each person is the only judge of what is right 
for him or her



Socrates 
(470-399 B.C.)

§ Firmly opposed to the moral 
relativism of the sophists

§ Plato’s mentor

§ Wrote very little - what we know 
of him we know through plato

§ Annoying & irritating to 
authorities

§ Lived simple virtuous life



Plato
(428 -348 B.C.)



Plato

§ Student of Socrates

§ Saw athens at hi & lo points

§ Founded “The Academy”

§ Some contributions:
§ Theory of Forms

§ Reminiscence Theory of 
knowledge

§ nature of the soul





Aristotle
(384 – 322 B.C.)



Aristotle

§ Importance of Empiricism

§ The Nature of the Soul

§ The Four Causes of things
§ Material cause

§ Formal cause

§ Efficient cause

§ Final cause





Philosophies of happiness

§ Cynicism (Diogenes, 412 - 323 B.C.)

§ Skepticism (Pyrrho, 360 – 270 B.C.)

§ Epicureanism (epicurus, 341 - 270 B.C.)

§ Stoicism (Diogenes, 333 - 262 B.C.)





Psychology in the roman empire
§ Galen (130 – 200 A.D.)

§ Theory of Four temperaments

§ Stoicism
§ There is a Divine Plan

§ Nothing is accidental

§ Accept one’s fate with courage (or at least 
indifference)

§ Live in harmony with nature and the plan

§ Neoplatonism (Plotinus, 204 – 270 A.D.)
§ The universe is a hierarchy

§ Humans are divine souls imprisoned in degrading 
material bodies

§ Turn away from corrupting temptations of the 
flesh & toward spiritual world of truth, beauty, 
goodness)



Galen�s (130-200 A.D.) Theory of the Four 
Temperaments

Blood – Cheerful, sanguine, warm-hearted, volatile

Black Bile – Sad, Melancholic

Yellow Bile – Fiery, Quick-Tempered, Person of Action

Phlegm – Slow Moving, Cautious, Phlegmatic









Christianity



Christianity

§ Times were right for Christian 
message

§ No coherent christian theology 
until after augustine in 5th

century



St. Augustine (345 – 430 A.D.)



St. Augustine: 
Biographical Information

§ Born in North Africa

§ Pagan father, christian mother

§ Brilliant student

§ Debaucherous early life

§ Intended to become a lawyer; became a teacher

§ Moved from carthage to rome

§ Continually changed philosophies
§ Manichean, skeptic, neoplatonist, christian



St. Augustine: 
career accomplishments

§ Wrote confessions in his 30s; turned life around

§ Lived as an ascetic, organized monastery, became 
priest

§ Became bishop of hippo
§ literally died as vandals were sacking city

§ Wrote first christian history (The city of god)
§ Created first coherent christian theology

§ Derived strongly from neoplatonism

§ Cornerstone of christian theology for next 
1,000 years



St. Augustine: Principles

§ Dualism

§ Emphasis on free will

§ To know god is ultimate goal of life
§ God is truth

§ Revelation & inner experience are two sources 
of truth

§ Introspection is the tool for answering 
psychological questions

§ Suspicion of reason

§ Distrust of senses



St. Augustine: legacy

§ Zeitgeist hostile to science

§ Preoccupation with eternal salvation
§ Reduced interest in everyday life

§ Placed humans in unique position
§ Not material, hence, not determined

§ Mysticism/intuitionism

§ Negative attitudes toward women





Medieval Europe 
§ Early Middle Ages: 475 – 1000 A.D.

§ High Middle Ages: 1000 – 1300 A.D.

§ Late Middle Ages: 1300 – about 1500 A.D.



The Medieval Universe
§ Ptolemaic, Earth-Centered universe
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The Medieval Universe
§ Superstition, magic, witchcraft, 

astrology, belief in demons



The Medieval Universe



The Medieval Universe

§ Time had two divisions:
§ Brief, insignificant, sinful life on earth

§ Cosmically enduring time in which suffering or 
joy of soul would occur

§ World would end in the year 1000

§ Intolerance of nonconformity & 
abnormality
§ Deviation = “the work of the devil”

§ A hierarchy was perceived everywhere



Early Middle Ages

§ Deterioration of Roman Empire
§ Corruption, oppression, chaos

§ Move of capital from rome to 
byzantium about 324 a.d.

§ Barter replaced money

§ Army became mercenary barbarians

§ Feudalism evolved for protection

§ Barbarian invasions from the east



Early Middle Ages

§ Growth of christianity

§ Western europe became rural, 
feudal, violent, illiterate

§ The rise of islam
§ Europe loses control of mediterranean

§ Supply of papyrus (paper) disappeared

§ Arabic numbers fail to reach europe

§ Norse invasions from the north



High & late middle ages
§ Growing power of church

§ Holy roman empire

§ Complete control over religious, political, & 
cultural life

§ Faith ruled supreme over reason

§ inquisition

§ Conditions improved after 1000
§ Crusades pulled europe together & 

reconnected to outside world

§ First universities

§ Byzantine scholars fled west from ottomans

§ Renewed contact with islamic world = advances 
in science, math, technology, rediscovery of 
greek philosophy (esp. aristotle)

§ New philosophies & ideas set stage for 
renaissance



St. thomas Aquinas 
(1225 – 1274)



St. thomas Aquinas 
(1225 – 1274)



Accomplishments of Aquinas

§ Created synthesis of aristotle & christianity; 
changed direction of christian theology

§ Separated faith from reason
§ Allowed two ways of seeking truth

§ Destroyed religious monopoly on intellectual life

§ Made the study of nature respectable

§ Wrote extensively about human psychology & 
the nature of the soul
§ Heavily influenced by aristotle

§ Opened the door to development of science
§ But “scholasticism” would later get in the way





The Renaissance



What brought about The Renaissance?

§ Greek/Byzantine scholars fled west when 
constantinople fell in 1453

§ Invention of the printing press

§ Growing secular power

§ Acceptance of reason

§ Expanding knowledge of world

§ Arabic numerals



What were renaissance times like?
§ More personalized religion & Challenges to 

church authority
§ The reformation (martin Luther, john calvin)

§ Revived interest in classical times

§ Extreme conservatism
§ Inquisition, persecution, witch burnings, hostility toward 

philosophical speculation & intellectual freedom

§ War! (30 year war, 100 year war, etc)

§ Plague, obsession with death

§ Magic, superstition, alchemy

§ Self-consciousness (Invented notion of “middle ages”)

§ Growing urbanism

§ Growing middle class

§ Plato makes a comeback; aristotle wanes

§ Growing literacy/education

§ Great progress in art & politics; not much in 
philosophy & science



Some famous 
renaissance people:

§ Erasmus

§ Davinci

§ Michaelangelo

§ Machiavelli

§ Shakespeare

§ Copernicus

§ Kepler

§ Galileo

§ marlowe



Post-renaissance 
advances in science

§ Modern 
science was 
born at the 
end of the 
renaissance



Early scientists
§ Nicolai copernicus (1473-1543)

§ Heliocentric theory

§ Giordano bruno (1548-1600)
§ Domincan monk; spread copernican ideas; burned at stake by 

inquisition

§ Galileo galilei (1564-1642)
§ Broght copernican ideas to common people; pioneered use of 

telescope

§ Tycho brahe (1546-1601)
§ astronomer

§ Johannes kepler (1571-1630)
§ Mathematician/astronomer; laws of planetary motion; laid 

groundwork for newton & development of calculus

§ Francis bacon (1561-1629) (inductive science)

§ Isaac newton (1642-1727)
§ Universe as complex, lawful machine created by god



Rene Descartes (1596-
1650)



Contributions of Descartes
§ Interested in perception & nature of 

thought

§ Developed introspection as a technique

§ A nativist; even believed in innate ideas

§ Theories of reflexes and neurophysiology
§ Model of nervous system

§ Theory of sleep & dreaming

§ Theory of emotions

§ Differences between animals & humans

§ Mind-body dualism



The Neoclassical age: 
Late 1600s until about 1800



The world as a machine designed by 
the “divine watchmaker”



Order was everywhere 
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Order was everywhere 



French Scientific Materialism

§ Everything is matter in motion

§ Psychology should be a branch 
of physics

§ Human activity can be explained 
without a “mind”

§ Continuity between animals & 
Humans

§ Vitalism – Matter is alive



Etienne Bonnot de Condillac
(1709 – 1751)



Positivism & logical positivism
§ Knowledge = empirical observation

§ Concept of “operationism”
§ Augustus Comte (1798 – 1857)



British empiricism

§ Mind-Body Issues are very important

§ Key principles:
§ Passive mind

§ World can be accurately perceived

§ All knowledge comes from sensory 
experience

§ The study of learning (associationism) is 
essential



John Locke
(1632 -1704)



Bishop George Berkeley
(1685 – 1753)



David Hume
(1711 – 1776)



Scottish “Common sense” School



John stuart mill
(1806 – 1873)



rationalism

§ Continental europe (especially germany)

§ Differences with empiricism:
§ Active mind adds to sensory data

§ Logical deduction crucial to 
understanding the world

§ Skeptical of sensory information

§ Eternal, immutable truths



Immanuel Kant
(1724 – 1804)



Man shot in fight over kant’s 
philosophy in russia (2013)

In the Russian port city of Rostov-on-Don two men 
were having a beer this weekend and talking about 
the philosophy of Immanuel Kant (of course), when 
something went terribly wrong. An argument broke 
out, critical reason went out the window, and one 
man ended getting shot with rubber bullets. He�s in 
the hospital with non life-threatening injuries. The 
shooter now faces up to 10 years in jail, where 
he�ll have lots of time to ponder Kant�s theories.



Contributions of kant
§ Divided knowledge into a priori (transcendental) 

and empirical knowledge

§ All truths not based on sensory experience

§ Free will and innate moral consciousness (the 
categorical imperative)

§ The mind is:
§ Active

§ Governed by innate laws & structures

§ Translates sensations into ideas

§ Dimensions of time and space are innate to the mind

§ Impact on psychology in
§ Cognitive & moral development

§ Structure of thought and language

§ Gestalt psychology & perceptual Organization

§ Idea of culture-free methods of assessment



Romanticism
(19th century europe)

§ Rebellion against rationalism, empiricism, 
materialism

§ Reaction against scientific, mechanistic view of 
life

§ Subjectivity & spontaneity

§ Emotions/feelings more important than 
logic/reasoning

§ Renewed interest in nativism

§ Glorification of children & primitive peoples

§ Nature to be appreciated – not probed and picked 
apart

§ Very strong influence in music, art, 
literature/poetry



Romanticism - art
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Romanticism - Literature



Romanticism - Poetry



Romanticism - Poetry

William 
Wordsworth

Sweet is the Lore which Nature brings;
Our Meddling Intellect

Misshapes the beauteous forms of things:
We Murder to Dissect

�The Tables Turned� - 1798



Romanticism - Poetry

William 
Wordsworth



Romanticism - Poetry

William Wordsworth



Romanticism - Nature



Romanticism - Nature



Some famous romantics

§ Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-
1778)

§ Johann wolfgang von Goethe 
(1749-1832)

§ Arthur Schopenauer (1788-1860)

§ Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900)



Existentialism

§ Freedom of Choice & uniqueness 
of each individual

§ Importance of creating meaning 
in one’s life

§ Influential in clinical & 
humanistic psychology

§ Soren kierkegaard (1813 – 1855)



Kierkegaard



“Psychologically” important 
developments in physiology & biology

§ The Discovery of reaction Time

§ Research on the nervous System

§ The Development of psychophysics

§ Introduction of Evolutionary 
Theory (1858)

§ Discovery of Conditioned reflexes 
(1899)



Franciscus Donders (1818-1889)

Demonstrated that 
reaction time could be 
used to measure the 
mental complexity of a 
task



Chronograph/Chronoscope



Chronograph/Chronoscope



Research on the Nervous System

§ Bell-Magendie Law

§ Doctrine of specific nerve energies

§ Advances in study of brain functions
§ Phrenology (Gall, Spurzheim)

§ Technique of ablation (Flourens)

§ Localization of brain function (broca)

§ Electrical stimulation of the brain



Charles Bell (1774-1842)



Francois Magendie 
(1783-1855)



Johannes Muller (1801-1858)



Franz Joseph Gall (1758-1828)
Johann Gaspar Spurzheim (1776-1832)



Pierre Flourens (1794-1867)



Paul Broca (1824-1880)



Hermann von Helmholtz (1821-
1894)

-Rate of Nerve Conduction
-Theories of Perception/Color Vision
-Resonance-Place Theory of Auditory  
Perception



Psychophysics

§ The Concept of Sensory Thresholds
§ Ernst Weber (1795-1878)

§ Gustav Theodor Fechner (1801-1887)

§ Fechner developed psychophysical 
methods still in use today
§ Method of Limits

§ Method of Constant stimuli

§ Method of adjustment



Ernst Weber (1795-1878)



Gustav Theodor Fechner 
(1801-1887)



Voluntarism 
& 

structuralism



Wilhelm Maximillian Wundt
(1832-1920)



Wilhelm Maximillian Wundt
(1832-1920)

§ The mind can be studied by experimental 
manipulation & observation (introspection)

§ Sensations can be described in four dimensions
§ Mode, quality, intensity, duration

§ Feelings accompany sensations and can be 
described in three dimensions
§ Pleasantness/unpleasantness

§ Excitement/calm

§ Strain/relaxation

§ Perception is passive; apperception is active

§ Used reaction time to study consciousness & 
mental processes

§ volkerpsychologie



Edward Bradford Titchener 
(1867-1927)



Opponents of 
Voluntarism/Structuralism

Franz Brentano
1838-1917
Act Psychology

Carl Stumpf
1848-1936
Rival of Wundt
�Clever Hans�

Oswald Kulpe
1862-1915
The Wurzburg School
Imageless Thought



Clever Hans



William James (1842-1910)

Functionalism



Hugo Munsterberg 
(1863-1916)



John Dewey (1859-1952)



Edward Lee Thorndike 
(1874-1949)

- Law of Effect
- Law of Exercise
- Transfer of Training





Evolutionary Theory

§ Provided the framework for 
functionalism

§ Created an interest in the 
measurement of human 
characteristics & abilities



Jean Baptiste LaMarck
(1744-1829)



Charles Darwin (1809-1882)



Alfred Russell Wallace 
(1823-1913)



Herbert Spencer (1820-
1903)



Francis Galton (1822-1911)



Alfred Binet (1857-1911)



Hermann Ebbinghaus 
(1850-1909)



behaviorism



Ivan Pavlov (1849-1936)



Pavlov’s Dog (1900-1913)



Pavlov’s Dog Studies



John B. Watson (1878-1958)



B. F. Skinner (1904-1990)

Pioneered the 
Concept of
Reinforcement



Neobehaviorists

§ Edward Chase Tolman (1886-1959)
§ “purposive”, Goal-Oriented behavior

§ Intervening variables (e.g., cognitive map)

§ Latent learning

§ Clark L. Hull (1884-1952)
§ Habit

§ Reinforcement as drive reduction

§ Edwin R. Guthrie (1886-1959)
§ All learning described by contiguity

§ External stimuli elicit behavior (cues)









Edna Heidbreder
(1890-1985)

Knox College Class of 1911



A History of Treating Mental 
Disorders

§ Trephination



Trephination



A History of Treating Mental 
Disorders

§ Classical Greece & Rome



A History of Treating Mental 
Disorders

§ Medieval Europe



Malleus Maleficarum



A History of Treating Mental Disorders

§ Renaissance Europe



Early Treatments for 
Mental Illness



A History of Treating Mental 
Disorders

§ Europe – Industrial 
Revolution



Key Figures in Improvement 
of Mental Health Treatment

§ Benjamin Rush
§ Founder of American Psychiatry

§ Also signed Declaration of Independence! 

§ Philippe Pinel
§ Paris, late 1700s; Moral Therapy 

§ Dorothea Dix
§ Boston Schoolteacher – pioneer in forcing 

government legislation & building actual 
mental hospitals

§ Clifford Beers
§ Published influential book in 1903



Reformers

Pinel

Dix

Tuke 

Rush



Emil Kraeplin (1856-1926)



Franz Anton Mesmer 
(1734-1815)



Jean Charcot (1825-1893)



R. D. Laing 
(1927-1989)



Sigmund Freud (1856-1939)



Freud�s View of Human Nature



Abraham Maslow 
(1908-1970)



Need Hierarchy Theories
(Maslow)

158



Carl Rogers 
(1902-1987)



The Cognitive Revolution





Evolutionary Psychology


